YOUR IDEAL PARTNER
To succeed in today’s healthcare reality,
practices need to maximize their staff
resources and invest wisely.

Identifying all
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Claims
submissions
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Accounts
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reporting

Let Eye Care Leaders show you how our
advanced myCare RCS packages can maximize
your revenue and compliance.

myCare Revenue Cycle Solutions is the
ideal solution to optimize your revenue
workflow and get you back to your mission:

Managing the revenue cycle
workflow and ensuring proper
claims compliance are two of
the most important aspects of
running a successful practice.
Yet many practices lack the staff
time and expertise to ensure
patient visits are properly coded
and the practice is properly
reimbursed. This lack of focus
both reduces revenue and
increases the risk of audits
due to improper coding.
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PROTECT
Your Revenue

REDUCE
Your Compliance Risk

RECEIVE
Custom Support

Advanced myCare Revenue Cycle Solutions

myCare RCS Partner

myCare RCS Evolve

The myCare RCS Partner Package focuses
on expanding your current revenue
and claims process, and making it more
efficient. You’ll experience revenue cycle
improvements stemming from consistent
staff, dedicated resources, and continual
follow-up. Custom education and training
allows you and your staff to successfully
capture and document performed work.

The myCare RCS Evolve Package focuses
on transforming your entire RCM workflow
to not only improve your immediate
revenue and compliance, but also create
long-term stability through detailed
discovery, staff training, operational
optimization, and compliance reviews.
• In-depth analysis of flow, contracted payers,
utilization, edit policies, and pain points
• Custom education
• Initial and monitoring audits for protected
payments and continual growth

Turn your billing over to
Eye Care Leaders and you’ll be making
more money. It was the best business
decision I ever made.
—Julie Frank, Practice Administrator

• Compliance Manager software to keep
the practice up-to-date with regulations
• Access to the ECL Ask An Expert and
Live Help
Leveraging our team of ophthalmology
experts and leading-edge technology tools,
myCare RCS Evolve will change the way you
code, create, and comply with revenue flow.

For more information on myCare Revenue Cycle Solutions,
call Eye Care Leaders at (855) 685-3292 or visit eyecareleaders.com.
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Our Vision: Your Success.

